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From being a user to an implementer, an executive to a clerk, I am a firm believer in utilizing business systems to achieve the wealth of information required to run businesses today. The systems that support corporations today are not the columnar ledgers of our ancestors. They are robust and provide in-depth insight into an organization—that is if you can figure out what they do and how to do it. As a user of Oracle E-Business Suite, I was often frustrated by the lack of information surrounding specific functionality or fields. I have spent hours or, in a few cases, years, acquiring the information I needed to incorporate a specific functionality into my company’s processes so we could improve not only the information but also the timeframe the information was available in. The intent of this book is not to gloss over what a Ledger is or the new features Subledger Accounting provides; it is to give detailed insight into how to set up and process transactions in E-Business Suite to meet your company’s specific business needs. During the processing steps, references back to setups are made so you know where options exist for processing to meet your specific needs. While functional users at all levels were my main focus when writing the book, support analysts and programmers will also greatly benefit from it. The setups are usually done by consultants, who then walk out the door with all the knowledge, and this book will assist in delivering some of that knowledge back to the company itself and just may prevent a customization or two for a functionality that already exists, just begging to be found and used.

This book, while designed to be read from cover to cover, is also self-inclusive for each section, allowing the reader to go directly to a particular section and not be referenced back to other areas for more information. For Oracle or industry-specific terms, a glossary at the back is included for rapid access. Besides being a step-by-step and field-by-field how-to guide, this book includes many business considerations to think about during an implementation, upgrade, and beyond.
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WikipediaAshgate, 2009
During its brief existence Wikipedia has proved astonishingly successful. Its 2.8 million articles (in English alone) are available freely to all with access to the internet. The on-line encyclopaedia can be seen as the 21st century's version of earlier historical attempts to gather the world's knowledge into one place. This unique book first...
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Process Improvement Essentials: CMMI, Six SIGMA, and ISO 9001O'Reilly, 2006
Today, technology has become too much a part of overall corporate success for its effectiveness to be left to chance.  The stakes are too high.  Fortunately, the idea of 'quality management' is being reinvigorated. In the last decade process programs have become more and more prevalent. And, out of all the available options,...
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The Book of JavaScript, 2nd Edition: A Practical Guide to Interactive Web PagesNo Starch Press, 2006
The Book of JavaScript teaches readers how to add interactivity, animation, and other tricks to their web sites with JavaScript. Rather than provide a series of cut-and-paste scripts, thau! takes the reader through a series of real world JavaScript code with an emphasis on understanding. Each chapter focuses on a few important JavaScript...
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Director MX 2004 Games: Game Development with DirectorFocal Press, 2004
Nik Lever guides designers, animators and web developers through the art, animation and programming skills needed to produce games in Director for Internet, CD or DVD distribution. He moves from the introductory coverage of Lingo with explanations of how easily Director's programming language can be mastered, on to more advanced tips and tricks,...
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Object Categorization: Computer and Human Vision PerspectivesCambridge University Press, 2009

	The recognition of object categories has a rich history in computer vision. In the 1970s, generic object recognition systems sought to model and recognize objects based on their coarse, prototypical shape. These early systems employed complex 3-D models, which offered invariance to viewpoint (including image translation, rotation, and scale),...
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Solar Energy: Systems, Challenges, and Opportunities (Energy, Environment, and Sustainability)Springer, 2019

	This book covers challenges and opportunities related to solar-energy based systems. It covers a wide variety of topics related to solar energy, including  applications-based systems such as solar thermal systems that are focused on drying, desalination, space cooling, refrigeration, and processing; recent advances in solar cells (DSSC) and...
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